Writing the Thriller Film

Successful Thrillers
The thriller is an extremely popular genre – just take a look on www.imdb.com to see all the thrillers that have been made. However, of all the commercial screenplay forms, it is by far the most difficult to write; the story must appear unquestionably real and yet it is the most contrived of all dramas. Examples of successful thrillers are North by Northwest, Marathon Man, Single White Female, Double Indemnity, 3 Days of the Condor, Rear Window, Jagged Edge and Fatal Attraction.

The audience identifies with the main character’s struggle to stay alive. A successful thriller will create such a realistic sense of fear in the audience that they leave the cinema with an extra glance over their shoulder; they so identified with the protagonist that they feel it could happen to them. People go to see a thriller to be challenged by the concept that perhaps not everything around them is know.  

The Fish Out Of Water
The essence of a thriller is that an innocent protagonist finds himself in danger, a fish out of water. He finds himself isolated from physical help and also psychologically isolated by betrayal. The thriller focuses on the inner feeling of the hero, the feeling of being lost, insecure, on the edge, and the collapse of the world as he knows it. He then has to devise new plans to overcome this danger  - new resources, strengths and moral resolve within himself that were previously unimaginable. 

Unlike action adventure heroes, who are fully aware of danger they face, the thriller protagonist is a dabbler in life e.g. in North By Northwest, Thornhill (Cary Grant) has “three ex-wives and several bartenders”. In Marathon Man, Bebe (Dustin Hoffman), who has never got over the death of his father, sees a stronger runner in the park and gives up. This lack of commitment is severely tested throughout the film. Action adventure heroes also have Superhuman strengths, whereas thriller heroes are normal civilians with no special combat skills. They have no “licence to kill” and so can only kill in self defence or defence of others.

The detective story differs from the thriller as is that in detective, like action-adventure, protagonist willingly enters into conflict and is prepared to meet it head on. Whereas the detective also has an official sanction of some sort, the thriller protagonist is hurled into fray and their weakness must be overcome in order to earn right to act on behalf of society. In Rear Window and Witness, the hero is injured, in many others, the hero is female and as such seen as particularly vulnerable. The antagonist, however, has no such Achille’s heel.

Because they are not prepared, the protagonist at first feels total disbelief, asking “why me?” This naïve attitude leads them stumbling deeper into danger. In SWF, Allie refuses to accept she misjudged her roommate so Hedy’s psychosis builds before Allie realises she’s in danger. In North By Northwest, Thornhill goes to the UN to try to uncover the mystery of Kaplan and ends up being photographed as murderer – his lack of understanding against what he was up against has drawn him further into the maze. 

The Antagonist’s Conspiracy
The protagonist is drawn into an increasingly large menace, and discovers that the only way to survive is by exposing the conspiracy of the antagonist, who is committed to destruction or dominance of the community at large. In Marathon Man, Bebe is caught up in conspiracy of Nazi evil. In 3 Days of Condor, Joe Turner becomes involved in a CIA plot. In North By Northwest, Vandamm is selling secrets to the other side. Even in Alien, the monster is a ruthless killing machine.

The thriller antagonist is the moral opposite of the protagonist and will do anything in his pursuit for power. He drives the thriller forward by the relentless pursuit of a goal – the protagonist interferes so he must be killed. As the protagonist is the only thing standing between the antagonist and the world at large, the hero’s fight for life becomes much more universally worthwhile.

The Love Interest
In most archetypal thrillers, the sub plot is a love story. The love interest is generally a beautiful, mysterious woman, a shadowy character that Hollywood script consultant and author Christopher Vogler terms “the shape shifter”. Although not deliberately evil, she leads the hero deeper into danger. This is part of the mechanism that “makes it personal” for the hero – now he is in love, he finds himself fully involved - reflects the theme of the thriller that you never know who you can trust. Examples of the shape shifter love interest can be seen in Chinatown, North By Northwest, Vertigo, No Way Out, Momento, and Blue Velvet. 

Suspense
Whereas Horror films use suspense as a set up for shock, the thriller thrives on the tension created by the possibility of impending doom. Thrillers often provide the audience with information that the characters’ themselves do not know to create dramatic tension. At times the audience will delight in the revelation that the antagonist’s plan cannot work because of some unknown strategy by the hero but then loose all hope when they realise that, in fact,  the antagonist has the upper hand. 

Time
Thrillers exist in highly compressed time. Once the hero has unintentionally set off the danger, the chain of dominoes must continue to fall until the final frame. The drama starts with a bang and keeps going at that pace all the way until the climax, when the protagonist and antagonist face each other in what should be the biggest moment of the movie. Every scene must give the audience new information – if not it will slow down the action and let steam out of the pressure cooker. As the main character moves deeper into the rabbit warren metaphorically so the literal, physical space will often contract and become confused for example, James Stewart running up the tower in the climax of Vertigo, Kyle MacLauchlan in a wardrobe in the climax of Blue Velvet.  

Character Growth
Without forced isolation, the protagonist will never face internal inadequacies, which must be overcome in order to escape death. He or she must grow up and take charge of life. In Don’t Say A Word, Michael Douglas has to face himself in order to save his child from kidnappers. In SWF, when Allie changes the way she sees Hedy, she finally takes control of her life – if she doesn’t, she loose it completely. 

This maturation, or rite of passage, is often marked by a disillusionment in a trusted institution or ideal gone wrong. In 3 Days Of Condor, Turner finds himself marked for death by very institution that he trusts. In Blue Velvet, the young hero discovers that the police force itself is corrupt. The protagonist must give up their innocence and face the brutal world they are thrown into in order to save their lives. They must refuse to give into fear and force their intellect to regain control. No matter how hopeless the situation seems, the character has to fight for his life alone – because, the thriller teaches us, there is no other way to survive. 

In the most interesting thrillers, the main character has a psychological and moral need, which will match the crime in some way. E.g. In Jagged Edge, the hero sent the wrong man to jail and he committed suicide because of it.  By solving the crime, the hero will be forced to confront his own weakness and change in some way. In Rear Window, the James Stewart character needs to realise that he should marry this woman; the act of solving the crime solves his personal relationship problem too. 

When analysing your thriller, ask yourself how is the crime going to put the hero in to danger and how is that danger going to personally change the hero for the better? Show how, by rising to the challenge, the ordinary individual becomes an extraordinary hero, illustrating Anais Nin’s famous dictum, “life shrinks or expands in proportion to one’s courage.” Remember to keep it personal; focus on the reactions that events cause and the insight gained - and make sure you end with a killer twist. 

Further Reading;
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Truby on the thriller, detective and crime stories (tapes available at www.writerssupercenter.com)
Alternative Screenwriting by Ken Dancyger (good on genre)
The Writer’s Journey by Christopher Vogler

